
HUMAN INTERACTION IS:

- a tool
- a guide
- a way to 
- a rithm
- a choreography 

EXCHANGE

giving and receiving (give and take)
win and win situation 
a comfort 
reciprocity 
interchange 
move backward and foreward 

HUMAN
is a presence in space and time 
a body 

Something that happen in that moment in that 
specific place and human the main characther, 
the one that makes it happen 

INTER
in between 

in the middle
in between two bodies
you and someone else

you and the enviroment and 

ACTION
is a movement towards something or 
someone 
there is an EXCHANGE involved

-



The way humans interact has 
been drastically transforming 
thanks to media.  One of the 

driving forces to he new age of 
human interaction is Tinder.  It’s 
completely changed the game.

tool:

HUMAN INTERACTION

= it’s a market of people

Framework:  DATING
  past: past experiences on dating 
  present: consider your own experience
  future: other dates that the people you meet  
   will have 

OBSERVER
look for swiping people in public 
spaces that are using tinder
in which context do they use it? 
where?
INSIDER 
research 

follow dates in the 
park 
bars
OTHER DATES IN THE 
CIRCLE 



What are the differences?
Are the cliche about Tinder true?
Why people use this app?
How much time do they spend in it?
How did the concept of privacy changed and how far can it 
be pushed?
How much are they willing to share? (with a complete 
stranger) 
How many personal data can I extract from the profile of a 
Tinder user?
How much personal Data this application collect from/of 
you?

HOW THE WAY OF INTERACTING 
CHANGED SINCE THE 

INTRODUCTION OF 
SOCIAL/DATING MEDIA IN THE 

MILLENIAL GENERATION?

= generation that was born between 
the early-mid 1980 and the late 1990

THE HUMAN 
INTERACTION OF THE 
2017

THE CONCEPT OF TERRITORY
How do people behave in their own territory 
how they move
how they try to impress



general data on tinder make infographics 

spanish  data on tinder 

Over 10 million people use Tinder with over 26 million matches per day

Investigation on a 



which kind of people there are in tinder? 

CHATEGORIES OF TINDER PEOPLE:
-hook up/sex
-have a nice talk
-meet people
-make friends 
-

decions taken by using the app
gender: man and women
minimu distance: 2km
age rage: 24-34
location:matadero madrid 
date location: the circle 



TINDER QUESTIONS

-Since how long do you have Tinder?
-What do you use it for?
-Why are you in this app?
-What are your previous experinces on Tinder?
-How much time do you spend on Tinder?
-Is it your only way to meet new people?
-Have you ever though about privacy?
-How a perfect tinder date would look like to you?
-With which intentions did you come to this date?
- What do you think about this?

SELF FRAME
do not exchange number

stay sober
be honest but not personal

‘like’ just basing yourself in km 
let them take you around

meet in the circle and stay in the circle
 let them lead the conversation

no contact of any kind 

NARROW IT DOWN!
how is dating related to the circle?
- Where do you usually take your tinder dates?
-Does it change with your intentions?
-Is the place where you take your Tinder dates the same as you would take your non-Tinder dates?
-How does your intention effect your plans? 
 (where you go, how you dress, how you behave ) 
- if you want hook up where would you take your date?
-if your seducing game is up, where would you take your date?----------------------what would the cenario be?
- if you don t like your date where would you go?
- if you 
-Is there some pattern?
- WHERE WOULD YOU BRING YOUR FIRST DATE? ( tinder and non tinder) 
- what about the second date?



NARROW IT DOWN!
how is dating related to the circle?
- Where do you usually take your tinder dates?
-Does it change with your intentions?
-Is the place where you take your Tinder dates the same as you would take your non-Tinder dates?
-How does your intention effect your plans? 
 (where you go, how you dress, how you behave ) 
- if you want hook up where would you take your date?
-if your seducing game is up, where would you take your date?----------------------what would the cenario be?
- if you don t like your date where would you go?
- if you 
-Is there some pattern?
- WHERE WOULD YOU BRING YOUR FIRST DATE? ( tinder and non tinder) 
- what about the second date?

RELATION BETWEEN THE DATING 
INTERACTION AND THE CIRCLE 
- contex
-what does it gives
- how do people behave in the territory 
- when the territory is used as a 
seducing game in this context ( place, 
cenario, tools)
- how tinder date become localized, 
the use of the neighbour as a tool to 
impress, seduce. 
- MAPPING THE PICKOCK 
-IF QUESTIONS ABOUT TERRITORY 
EXAMPLES
----- LOOK AT OTHER DATES IN THE 
CIRCLE



Name: 
Age: 
In Tinder since:
Status: 
Choosen gender: 
Use: 
Time spent in Tinder:
Previous experiences: 
Opinion about privacy: 
Other dating apps: 
Attempt to impress:
Date expectation:
Level of lying:

CREATING ID OF EACH DATE

DEVELOPE A TOOL TO MEASURE HOW 
MUCH THIS PERSON WHAT TO IM-
PRESS YOU
including
-way they dress
-way they smell
-where they take you
-do they pay?



QUESTIONARY for tinder people
Name:
Age:
Nationality:
Gender:
Choosen gender:
In Tinder since:
Status ( single, married, in a couple...)
Time spent in Tinder per day:
Other dating apps:

Why do you use Tinder?

What do you use if for?

What do you think about privacy related to Tinder?

What do you think is the purpose of Tinder?

How a perfect Tinder date would look like?

In a day, do you swip more like or reject?

Previous experiences:

Do you lie in your first Tinder date?
If yes why?

If you go to a date with the intention of hooing up, would you rather:
A.go to the park, direct and private
B. invite him/her home
C.go to a bar 

Have you ever found love through Tinder?

Considering that you live in a neighbour 

-where yould you bring your first tinder date?
- would you organize some activities?
- how do you decide if you match or not?
-is it the first impression?
-what attacts you and keeps you talking to a certain person?
- what do you think about romantic love?



FIRST DAY 11-10-2017

Time spent in Tinder: 30 minutes
Likes:
Prejection:
Mathches:

check video

NARROW IT DOWN!
how is dating related to the circle?
- Where do you usually take your tinder dates?
-Does it change with your intentions?
-Is the place where you take your Tinder dates the same as you would take your non-Tinder dates?
-How does your intention effect your plans? 
 (where you go, how you dress, how you behave ) 
- if you want hook up where would you take your date?
-if your seducing game is up, where would you take your date?----------------------what would the cenario be?
- if you don t like your date where would you go?
- if you 
-Is there some pattern?
- WHERE WOULD YOU BRING YOUR FIRST DATE? ( tinder and non tinder) 
- what about the second date?

Different aspects of Tinder DATING to consider:
-Privacy
-Territory (how people use their territory on a dating context)
-Show off 
-Gender
-Nationality 
-Self perception (How do they present themselves)
-Ritual ( what happen before Dating)
- how dating system tranform nowadays 
- 



Matches: 35

WomenMen



DATE #1

Name: date #1
age: 29 years old
time in tinder: 2 years
status: single with a daughter
use: to meet women ( he said people but 
then he contraddicted himself)
attempt to impress:
previous experinces:
time spend in it:
privacy matter:
Choosen gender: women 
other app: badoo
date expectation:

PATH
CONVERSATIONS

Time spent together: 1.40h
meeting in front of skate park 
went to the chinese to buy drinks that he paid 
and we crossed the river (side where he lived) 
and sit next to the water.
He wanted to walk me back to matadero and he 
did .

SECOND DAY 12-10-2017
Time spent in Tinder: 30 minutes
Likes:
R ejection:
Matches:



DATE #2

Name: date #2
age: 30 years old
time in tinder: 5 months
status: single
use: spend time outside the house and 
have a good conversation 
attempt to impress:
previous experiences: none
time spent in it:
privacy matter:
Choosen gender: women 
other apps: none
date expectation:

PATH

Time spent together: 4h

met in front of the water tank of matadero 
walked around matadero to show me archi-
tecture of the place (he is an architect) then he 
wanted to take me to a side of the city that he 
knew, towards Atocha ended up in a mexican 
bar on the way and ate and drink we split the 
cost and he walked me as close as possible to 
my house. He lives on the bourder of the circle 
towards the stadium



THIRD DAY 13-10-2017

Time spent in Tinder: 30 minutes
Likes: 12
Rejection: 46
Matches: 10

Name: 
Age: 
In Tinder since:
Status: 
Choosen gender: 
Use: 
Time spent in Tinder:
Previous experiences: 
Opinion about privacy: 
Other dating apps: 
Attempt to impress:
Date expectation:
Level of lying:

Name: 
Age: 
In Tinder since:
Status: 
Choosen gender: 
Use: 
Time spent in Tinder:
Previous experiences: 
Opinion about privacy: 
Other dating apps: 
Attempt to impress:
Date expectation:
Level of lying:



Name: 
Age: 
In Tinder since:
Status: single
Choosen gender: woman
Use: 
Time spent in Tinder: from 5 minutes 
swiping  to 1 hour if there is a good 
conversation going on 
Previous experiences: 
Opinion about privacy: 
Other dating apps: Happn
Attempt to impress:
Date expectation:
Level of lying:

Bar he paid

He lives across the river. walked around 
and stoped at a bar.
stay there the all time and had honest 
talks.
 i stopped at matadero and he didn t both-
er to walk me there, he could have cause it 
was on his way home but he took another 
street. 



FOURTH DAY 14-10-2017

MAKE A QUESTIONARY ( ONE 
FOR TINDER ONE FOR NON TIN-
DER DATES)
 TO SPREAD AROUND TO GET FASTER DATA 

conclusion of the day: 
-for a guy is not that easy to 
have tinder dated
-



INTERVIEW ALEXIS

I am a laboratory rat, i feel so much pressure, i though i was going to meet the love of my life, ahahah 

I use Tinder in a seasonal way. 
it’s seasonal because i studied in germany and i had a relation there for few years, then i broke up and after several months i said “ oh i’m going to meet people” and i found it really dif-
ficult to meet people there because germans are not so open so i said “ok, i am going to try Tinder” thinking that is a tool and it can help. So i tried and i see that is really superficial and i 
was not so successful so i decided to delete it. But after two months i decided to use it again and try to see what happens, so maybe i have half hour at home and let’s see what happens.
Also everyone was telling me that was helping to relations, assuring me that it was working.
Now i ve been in madrid for 15 days and i am meeting people through a match.

or like you that use me as a laboratory rat and i feel used but i think is a good story to tell to my friends, i think it s a funny story.

How do you use tinder for?
Mainly because i want to meet people, i can use tinder for everything but normally is not working like this, normally when there is not a match ( in the date itself) people don t want to 
continue talking or whatever.
It happenes also that you meet people and profiles that don t fit with you and you cannot even have a friendship afterwards, it is impossible to talk to them, there is not connection and 
not understanding between the two parts.

Did you ever go to a tinder date with expectations, an idea of how it will end up?
Normally you start a conversation and you talk more and more and start talking about many things and interest in common. 
Last date i had was with a girl who lived for 5 years in germany, it was really interesting cause we could share experinces and have nice converstations. 
But when you meet the people you chat with you have certain kind of expectations, like for example with you i had really low expectation cause we didn t really chat.
But the thing is that when you have high expectations is easier to be disappointed.

When you go to a date with expectations, does this affect the place where you take your date?
Not for me, i can meet at any place, nothing specific because i know or i can expect that it cannot go so well so for me any place can be good, in a coffe or in a bar, there is no need for 
something special.
It would be different if i already met a person and i want to continue seeing her and i want to get to know her and maybe have a relation.
Then i would take this person to some cultureal activities like a theater play or playing game, it can be more interesting

choose gender woman 
i am single 



i use dating applications to meet people you can say i have no balls because of it  but i am a nice guy.
About my pictures in Tinder, what do you think? cause i think this is really interesting 
pauline: i though you were a really serious guy 
me: i though you were a serious guy then i saw the other pictures and i though you were a fun guy 
pauline: i wouldn t have match you but now that i am i speaking with you i really like you as a person, a really nice guy, but i think your tinder picture don t match with the person i am 
meeting now 
alexis: it is really difficult to show your personality in tinder because, yeah, which picture is better?

What is your parameters to swipe right or left?
when i feel i can like this person i swipe left ( like) but yes it s all based on appearance and the way they show themselves that doesn t assure it matches with reality.
i think that foe woman is muchg easier cause guys show themselves really strong, sometimes without t-shirt  and stuff like this and you can see that i sreally superficial. 
so those are the strange guys and then there are the normal guys, the one that are fun and a bit crazy and not showing the muscles, so that s makes it easier depending on what you are 
looking for, you have it clear and served.
For us it s more difficult, we base our likes mostly on the face cause they all look the same, the are not so many differences, for example there are picture of girls doing sport but you don 
t know wwther she is doing a sport normally or i don t know, also this is not a good criteria cause it s also fine to have a date with a person that is not doing sport but yeah, you know you 
are getting a certain chategory of person, but this is not common for girls. 
Girls are really standard and more tricky to hack/understand.
Guys are doing like like like while girls are more picky in their choice, boys don t have so many filters so for girls is easier to have matches.

Who much time do you spend in tinder?
it depends on how much free time i have cause i do it in my free time, after a while it becomes a certain kind of a hobby.
what were you doing before tinder then?

How many matches do you get per week?
i would say between 5 or 7 

How would a perfect tinder date look like?
oh my gooood, there is not a perfect date.
a date with who you can talk and feel that there is a good connection and then you can continue seeing this person.
Normally you expect from tinder that you ll end up in a relation or you have something, but  doesn t need to be a relation, i can meet someone that i find interesting knowing that is 
never going to be a relation but it can still be interesting for me, so i can still gain from it, it s also nice to have this, spend time with someone you can relate to not just in a sexual level.
What most of the people and my friends would say is that a perfect tinder date is to have sex, i don t have experience with it but i would say for man it s mostly about having sex.
For women less because they decide immediatly from the first second if it s going to happen or not, so women are more carefull casue they also approach guys more carefully, so they 
rather stay at home instead of spending time with someone that just want sex.
This is all based on my experiences and what my friends told me 



INTERVIEW RICARDO

since how long do you have tinder?
i did downloaded it when it came out but i ve been using it since january

what do you use it for and why?
honestly i m using it ehn i m bored and i m usually sharing my time between england and madrid and where i m based in middleland is pretty boring there are almost no people, i don 
t know any people there so when i m bored i just look for someone to have a good time, spend an afternoon, get out of the house, that s the main reason 

with how many people do you usually speak at the same time?
1 or 2, 2 in avarage

as a male how many matches do you get more or less?
in avarage of a week about 10 something like that, is not that good, i know. 

What are your previous experiences on tinder and how many dates did you get till now?
from january till now i would say around 30, something like that. 
there are mainly good experiences, there are just one or two that were like... it wasn t a bad date it was just a mismatch of personalities, that s the only thing, but it was fine, i just spent 
the morning and a afternoon and that s all, never seen her again.
you can t get marked for the two hours you spend together, that s not how it goes.
i ve never get arraced by a woman, i think that s probably more a guy thing, they go directly to the point, full on, you know what i mean.. 
but then again, i think,  they have more dates than the avarage guy does, could be wrong but i think that helps too. probably if you just go for it, yeah sure you can get more matches but 
then you are going to end up having bad dates, having bad times anf you ll probably give up, you won t use it anymore. why? i m not risking that because so far my experiences have 
been fine so..i don t need to do that.

how much time do you spend in tinder per day?
depends if i m talking to someone i could have spend, i don t know, one hour or something like that. but if i m just swiping, 5 minutes. i do it when i have nothing to do.

do you use other apps?
i downloaded Happn, i saw you on that btw, i don t really use it cause then again i just really use it in east middlen and there is nobody to cross pass to. 

what do you think about the concept of privacy in tinder?
i am not, i know maybe it s a little.. 
i m not really a fan of social networks and i know it might be funny saying this while i m using tinder, but i have twitter, i have instagram i have facebook, i did it when i went to the states 
and i mainly keep it to keep in touch with people i know from there cause i don t have phonenumbers so.. i m not really that much into social netweork but then again i think it s a good 
way to meet people, you know you don t have to really go out everyday and talk with people. 



There are some facts that i really do not agree with but then again i dont think tinder is so bad. 

with which intensions did you came to this date?
i just wanted to have a good time and get out of the house , i ve been here since sunday, lots of my mates are working, is in the middle of the week so i m really just trying to get out, 
have a conversation, meet someone, you never know, might meet someone you like, someone that you can start a friendship with, i don t know, so yeah that was my intention.
that s also what most guy say, obviously, expecially if they are recorded.
But i can also imagine that people like me are rare, most of the guys on tinder are there for specific reasons that can be related to sex or not, yeah mostly related to sex. 



WHAT IS TINDER?
if i would explain the concept of tinder to my grandparents i 
would say that tinder is a 

SECOND DAY 12-10-2017

Tinder date with 
Angel 17.00h
Paco 19.30h



how is a tinder date structured?
-preparation (before date, it s a show off )
-actual date, time together
-

Name: date #1
age: 29 years old
time in tinder:2 years
status: single with a daughter
use: to meet women ( he said people but 
then he contraddicted himself)
attempt to impress:
previous experinces:
time spend in it:
privacy matter:
Choosen gender: women 
other app: badoo
date expectation:

Name: date #2
age: 30 years old
time in tinder: 5 months
status: single
use: spend time outside the house and have a 
good conversation 
attempt to impress:
previous experiences: none
time spent in it:
privacy matter:
Choosen gender: women 
other apps: none
date expectation:




























